
G.E. Merry Midget set from the 1980s. 
 
1. 50 bulbs (2.5 V each) starts at printer 
2. 100 bulbs (1.25 V) starts above the door 
 
3. 35 bulbs (3.5 V), 2 bulbs are burned out – type 3 bulb 
4. 35 bulbs (3.5 V) small Christmas tree 
 
5. 150 bulbs (0.8 V) long one, spooled around an egg box – type 1 bulb 
6. 35 bulbs (3.5 V) short one, one bulb is burned out – type 2 bulb 
 
 

 
 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Replacement-Christmas-Lights-Decorations-
Pieces/dp/B081YQJVCV?psc=1 
 
Mudder 60 Count Replacement Bulbs, Wire Christmas Light Set Mini Xmas Light Christmas 
Decorations, 2.5 Volt, RBG-25M (Clear) (Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, Orange) 
 
Price:  $7.99 
 
About this item 
    Suitable for DIY decoration: the multi-color Christmas lights can be connected together, use them 
to decorate your Xmas tree or any other places as you like, they will complement your Christmas 
decoration 
    60 Pieces Xmas lights: the package includes 60 pieces mini Christmas lights, enough quantity for 
Christmas decoration, home decoration, etc. 



    Multi-color design: these Xmas light bulbs have 5 colors: red, yellow, blue, green, orange, a variety 
of colors to coordinate with your holiday theme 
    Widely usage: these multi-color replacement bulbs are suitable for indoor and outdoor use as 
Christmas lights, wonderful to decorate your home for the upcoming holiday season 
    Bulb specifications: 2.5 volt, 0.17 A, 0.42 watt, durable quality can be applied in most occasions 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Mudder 3.5 Volt Clear Mini Christmas Tree Replacement Bulbs for Incandescent String Lights for 
Holiday Decoration Pinched Base, 0.43 Watt 125 mA (50) 
 
Price:  $7.99 
 
 
Item Package Quantity: 50 
 
    Bulb specifications: 3.5V, 125 mA, 0.43 watt; Before purchasing, confirm voltage and wattage by 
referring the white tag next to the male plug 
    Quantity: the package includes 50 counts clear Christmas lights, enough for you to replace other 
mini bulbs 
    Feature: these mini Christmas light bulbs are designed with pinched base, to fit in most types of 
string lights 
    DIY Decor: these Christmas light sets of lights can be connected together, use them to decor your 
Xmas tree or any other places as you like, creating a shiny glitter warm sweet atmosphere for your 
family and friends 
    Apply to: 3.5V bulbs are typically applied in 35 and 70 light strands, these bright and adorable LED 
fairy lights can be safely applied for indoor and outdoor usage; Suitable to decorate your pergola, 
hedge, Christmas tree, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
GE String-A-Long 100 Miniature Lights, Multicolored 
 
 
Holiday Wonderland, 50 count, multi color string to string light set, Green wire, 3 inch spacing, 2.5V 
bulb, lead wire is 18 inch length, in mini box, replacement bulb if/2R/1, 10 sets of lights can be 
connected together, comes with 1 flasher bulb, 2 extra regular bulbs & 1 replacement fuse, lighted 
length: 12.25' TOTAL length: 14', for replacement bulb use 1115-1-88, TV #513-673.The product is 
manufactured in china. The product is highly durable. 
 
Manufacturer  NOMA/INLITEN-IMPORT 
ASIN  B000L9MAX0 
Item model number  4051-88 
https://www.amazon.com/Noma-Inliten-4051-88-Christmas-Miniature/dp/B000L9MAX0?psc=1 



Price: $12.99 
 
----------------------------------- 
 


